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Our group includes PostDocs, PhD students, and student assistants, and is headed by Prof. Felix Naumann. If you are interested in joining our team, please contact Felix Naumann.

	Full Team
	Felix Naumann
	Diana Stephan
	Tobias Bleifuß
	Leon Bornemann
	Dr. Lisa Ehrlinger
	Mazhar Hameed
	Matteo Paganelli
	Francesco Pugnaloni
	Sebastian Schmidl
	Alejandro Sierra-Múnera
	Phillip Wenig
	Open positions
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For bachelor students we offer German lectures on database systems in addition to paper- or project-oriented seminars. Within a one-year bachelor project, students finalize their studies in cooperation with external partners. For master students we offer courses on information integration, data profiling, and information retrieval enhanced by specialized seminars, master projects and we advise master theses.

	Teaching
	Course archive
	Bachelorprojekte
	Master Theses
	Master Projects





	General information
	Open theses
	Ongoing master's theses
	Completed master's theses
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Most of our research is conducted in the context of larger research projects, in collaboration across students, across groups, and across universities. We strive to make available most of our datasets and source code.

	Research Projects - Overview
	Data Profiling and Analytics
	Data Quality and Cleansing
	Data Preparation
	Distributed Computing
	Web Science
	RDBMS Genealogy
	Repeatability
	Conferences and Workshops



	Current and completed projects
	Metanome - Data Profiling
	Change Exploration


	KITQAR Research Project
	SNNDedupe
	CurEx
	COLT
	DuDe - duplicate detection


	Mondrian
	Taxonomy
	Data Preparation Bibliography



	CADL: Comment Analysis with Deep Learning
	Mímir: Corpus Exploration and Knowledge Management
	[Translate to Englisch:] OntologyEngineering
	AI4Art: Cognitive Analysis of  Art Resources and Text
	PAAR: Patent Analysis and Retrieval



	Algorithms
	Datasets
	Data Quality and AI
	Data Profiling
	Data Integration
	Schema Matching
	Text Mining
	Change Exploration


	QDB 2024
	QDB 2023
	IQIS 2004
	QDB 2007
	ICIQ 2009
	WebDB 2010
	FGDB 2011
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Please do not hesitate to reach out directly to us, if you cannot find a paper, slides, or other research artifacts.

	All Publications
	Selected Presentations
	Dissertations
	Blog
	News





	Facing the Storm
	Bachelor-Project ProCSIA: Column Store Benchmarks
	Alphabetical Sorting of Authors
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				Dr. Hazar Harmouch
			

Since 1st of November 2023: Assistant Professor at University of Amsterdam at INDE lab
Previously Postdoctoral Researcher
Infomation Systems Research Group 
 Hasso-Plattner-Institut | Universität Potsdam
 Prof.-Dr.-Helmert-Straße 2-3, D-14482 Potsdam
  
 










				Contact Information
			
	Room: F-2.08
	Phone: +49 331 5509 1380
	Fax: +49 331 5509 287
	Personal website: here
	E-mail: Hazar.Harmouch(at)hpi.de
	Profiles: LinkedIn, ResearchGate, GitHub

 









				Research
			
Research Interests
	Data quality for AI (fairness, non-discrimination, privacy)
	Data profiling, integration and cleaning
	Data mining and machine learning
	Similarity search

Chair
	12th International Workshop on Quality in Databases at VLDB 2023

Program committee memberships
	ICDE 2024 (demo-program)
	LWDA 2023 (the database track)
	DBML'22, '23
	SIGMOD 2022 (research track) [Listed as a distinguished reviewer]
	BTW 2021, 2022 (demo-program)
	ICDE 2019 (research track)

Journals Reviewer
	The VLDB Journal
	SIGMOD Record
	TODS: ACM Transactions on Database Systems
	JDIQ: Journal of Data and Information Quality
	Semantic web journal
	TKDE: Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering
	The Computer Journal - Oxford Academic

Invited Talks
	AI Quality Summit (Report)

Podcast
	Kann ein KI-Modell fehlerfrei trainiert werden?

Dissertation
Single-column data profiling
 









				Teaching
			
Lectures:
	Database I (SoS2023) 

Seminars:
	Data quality for AI (SoS2023) 
	Data quality for AI (WS2021/22)
	Processing Web Tables (SoS2019)
	Advanced Data Profiling (WS2017/18)

Master Thesis:
	Quantifying the Diversity of a Structured Dataset (Lisa Koeritz, ongoing)
	Semantic Type Detection for Numeric Data (Jonathan Haas, ongoing)
	Der Einfluss von Datenqualitätsmängeln auf Fairness in KI-Systemen (Isabel Bär, 2022)
	Discovery of Complementation Dependencies (Jonas Hering, 2022)
	Inferring Regular Expressions from Database Columns (Tobias Niedling, 2021)
	Finding Related Tables on the Web (Fabian Windheuser, 2019)

 









				Projects
			

Active Research Projects:
	KITQAR: AI Test and Training Data quality in the digital working society

This project is an interdisciplinary research project in collaboration with VDE, Universität Tübingen, and Universität Viadrina.  The main goal of the project is to shed light on the role of AI training and testing data from a legal, ethical, informational and practical perspective. 
Project term: December 2021 to July 2023
 Funded by: Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS)
 
	Metanome 

The Metanome project is a project at HPI in cooperation with the Qatar Computing Reserach Institute (QCRI). Metanome provides a fresh view on data profiling by developing and integrating efficient algorithms into a common tool, expanding on the functionality of data profiling, and addressing performance and scalability issues for Big Data.
 
Completed Research Projects- PostDoc
	Sales Comparison Approach


Rating the value of a real-estate is a complex process relying on local and global properties. Working with a couple of million real-estate valuation data provided by the Deutsche Sparkassenverlag (DSV), the International Real Estate Business School (IREBS) of the University of Regensburg and HPI's Information Systems and the Algorithm Engineering groups collaborate to automate real-estate valuation by means of data engineering and artificial intelligence.
Project term: July 2020 to September 2021
 Funded by: Deutscher Sparkassenverlag (DSV)
 
Completed Research Projects- PhD.
	Relational Header Discovery

	Single Column Profiler

	Repeatability: Cardinality Estimation (listed among the first three papers on the pVLDB Reproducibility site, and will be highlighted at VLDB 2019.)

 










				Selected Talks
			
	 Relational Header Discovery using Similarity Search in a Table Corpus (ICDE 2021)
	Cardinality Estimation: An Experimental Survey (VLDB 2018)
	Discovery of Genuine Functional Dependencies from Relational Data with Missing Values. (VLDB 2018)

 









            


				Chair
			
Prof. Dr. Felix Naumann
Information Systems
E-Mail: felix.naumann(at)hpi.de
 
Assistant: Diana Stephan
Office: Campus II, House F, F-2.01
 Tel.: +49 (0)331 5509-280
 Fax: +49 (0)331 5509-287
 E-Mail: office-naumann(at)hpi.de
 
To visit us, please see these directions.







News

                03.04.2024
                | Congratulations to the EDBT Best Paper Award!
>
                Go to article
            

                05.03.2024
                | Another Paper marked as reproducible by pVLDB Reproducibility Committee
>
                Go to article
            

            
                21.01.2024
                | Paper accepted at W-NUT 2024

            We are excited to announce that our paper "The Effects of Data Quality on Named Entity Recognition" was accepted at the …
            >
                Go to article
            
        

                19.12.2023
                | Congratulations Dr. Gerardo Vitagliano!
>
                Go to article
            

                13.12.2023
                | Two papers accepted at EDBT Conference 2024
>
                Go to article
            







				Project highlights
			
Metanome: Big Data Profiling
Data Preparation
Janus: Change exploration
KITQAR: AI and Data Quality








				People and open positions
			
	Group members
	Open positions
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